Pupil B

Target Group: LAC
Pupil B started Longdon Hall School in September • His behaviour is unpredictable and he shows
a range of attention-seeking and controlling
2012, entering into Year 7. When he arrived at
behaviours;
LHS, previous assessments and observations
• Experienced a number of exclusions, including
identified that he:
from a local PRU;
• Struggled in a mainstream setting throughout
• Despite all the special skills of the staff in
his educational career;
previous placements, and the smaller class
• Performed at below expected levels in all areas
sizes, Paul remained difficult to manage;
of the National Curriculum;
As pupil B entered LHS, we identified that he would
• Displayed even more challenging behaviour
require a small class size with high staff ratio. He
and returned to a nurture group in September
displayed challenging behaviours and was reluctant
2010 at his current setting, he was unable to
to engage in conversation. He required immediate
access any mainstream learning;
support to meet his needs and re-engage him in
• Displayed verbal and physical aggression an accessible timetable that he was comfortable
towards peers and adults;
with. Throughout KS3 he was in a small form
• Struggled to make friends and unable to sustain group (8 pupils) and received high levels of support
for all aspects of learning. He entered into a form
any friendships he makes;
group with trusted adults that he had established
• Has a very significant attachment disorder;
a positive relationship with. Both the Form Tutor

and TA were his designated staff when he was
feeling anxious or frustrated and they supported
his transition to other subjects. He was emerged
in all social and sporting aspects of school life, this
enabled him to build social skills and relationships
with staff and peers. He was also provided with
electronic books and a range of sports equipment
to build his self-esteem. In February 2013, it was
reported that he was very happy with all aspects of
his school life and that he was meeting his target
grades, achieving a rise of 2 sub-levels in Maths.
Pupil B’s form tutor supported a cross-curricular
approach that included his interests in learning
to support his engagement and commitment to
his subjects. This was successful in providing him
with a strong foundation of skills, preparing him
for GCSE study in KS4. Pupil B made consistent
progress throughout KS3 and LHS devised a set
of interventions, to support him in KS4, which
included;
• Early transition to KS4 to support the
development of building relationships with
new form tutors and to become familiar with a
new timetable/expectations;
• Reduced class size for GCSE English, 2 staff: 5
pupils;
• Personalised timetable with continued staff
support;
• Form tutors regularly visited and supported
him at home with work and study sessions;
• 1-1 tutoring at home;

IMPACT – of support.
The transition in to KS4 was a challenging one
for pupil B and we saw a range of challenging
behaviours in Year 10 which did begin to impact
his learning. We increased the interventions
that were in place and with the dedication of his
form tutors and class teachers he made fantastic
progress across the curriculum, receiving a number
of GCSE qualifications, some of these were above
his predicted grades. His behaviour dramatically
improved towards the end of Y11 and he developed
a range of strategies to deal with his frustrations
and anxieties. He accepted all the support given
to him throughout KS4 and approached his exams
with confidence and determination, we were
delighted to see his results reflecting his true
potential.
Subject

Predicted
Grades

Qualifications
Achieved

English

E

4 (C)

Maths

D

3 (D)

Science

Level 2 Pass

Level 2 Pass

BTEC Sport

Level 2 Pass

L2 Pass

Psychology

E

D

Prep for
Working Life

C

C

Post 16 Destination

• College placement, 1 day per week, studying LHS supported him with his college application
mechanics to support his application for post for an Electricians course. We provided interview
preparation and ensured his application truly
16 study;
represented his educational attainment. His
• IEP targets, established and shared with
qualifications enabled him to begin a Level 2 course
parents.
at College.
• Weekly 1-1 support with exam preparation;
• Weekly homework tasks that were discussed
with parents to provide additional support and
enrichment;
• Ski and residential trips to build his confidence
and experiences outside of school.

Maths

